
Action Advisor

Improve profitability and customer loyalty by determining the 
next best action for every customer interaction 
Organizations are looking to improve customer lifetime value and loyalty. Customers are suffering from 
ad fatigue, and want more personalized customer service. Sophisticated marketers are moving away 
from “one size fits all” offers to “next best action” strategies for every customer relationship. Customer 
lifecycle analytics, offer optimization, and trigger techniques now allow companies to intelligently 
deliver the best action to consumers, resulting in improved retention and account profitability. 

InterConnect Action Advisor helps you maximize profit and identify the next best real-time action 
during every customer interaction. 

Action Advisor advantages: 

more

  Key benefits

> Maximize cross-sell 
effectiveness through 
next-best-action strategy

> Gain greater control 
over enterprise-wide 
product offers

> Reduce ad fatigue from 
“one size fits all” product 
offers

Features:

Intelligently rank order the propensity for 
offer acceptance and profitability for every 
consumer interaction

Leverage fused scores to more accurately 
evaluate behavioral characteristics

Automated model refreshes and optimization 
software support self-learning

Benefits:

Higher customer profitability and customer 
loyalty 

Improve activation rates, profitability, utilization 
and retention 

Track customer behavior to adjust and refine 
ongoing offer management strategies

Position your company for growth  
As your business grows and technology needs change, the investment in your Action Advisor solution 
can be further leveraged by adding complementary InterConnect platform capabilities such as real-
time decisioning and account management. Equifax offers services to integrate Action Advisor with 
your core system or existing campaign management and CRM software. 

Gain deeper insight about your customers  
Action Advisor reduces the complexity associated with deploying more customer-centric strategies. 
Gain more flexibility and control over your customer interaction processes.

CONSUMER INFORMATION SOLUTIONS
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Action Advisor leverages advanced 
modeling, offer optimization and event 
triggers to consistently deliver the right 
message, at the right time, to the right 
customer
Advanced modeling increases the likelihood for higher acceptance 
rates, profitability and retention 

 Fused scores better predict consumer response by combining 
multiple customer attributes together in a way that maximizes the 
benefit of each model. 

 Create propensity profiles on your existing population of 
customers, taking into account consumer behavior and events 
over time intervals you define. 

 Significantly increase lift by leveraging purchase propensity 
models for each product in your portfolio.  

 Purchase propensity models predict the consumer’s ability to pay 
for a product and service, combined with their likelihood to accept 
the offer. 

 Equifax offers consulting to help you create or customize 
purchase propensity models.  

For more information, please contact:
888-987-1687 Ext. 5

www.equifax.com/technology/maximize-lifetime-value/grow-wallet-share

Contact Us Today
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Action Advisor Platform
RANKED NEXT BEST ACTION

Offer optimization to maximize account 
profitability 
 Offer optimization intelligently rank orders the next best action, 

based on the likelihood of acceptance, and the profitability of 
each action. By leveraging deeper insight about each consumer, 
marketing offers and messages can be personalized. In some 
cases, the next best action is to take no action at all. 

 Offer optimization combines an offer assignment process with 
“learn and refine” update components. 

 Centralized offer management policies work across multiple lines of 
business and sales channels.   

Event triggers — strike while the iron is hot! 
Leveraging the latest credit, capacity and collateral data, along with 
an organization’s customer relationship data and the consumers 
behavioral patterns, all help provide the “right time” component 
for taking the next best action. Credit triggers, behavioral triggers, 
transactional triggers, and other predictive or event-based information 
can all be inputs to the optimization algorithm. This helps increase 
the likelihood that your actions and marketing messages will resonate 
with the consumer. 


